
Source Four Ellipsoidals Qty Notes

Bodies 19

26° lenses 10

36° lenses 14

50° lenses 2

Altman Ellipsoidals
6x16 24 3 additional instruments do not have a plugs

6x12 15

6x9 18 1 additional instrument does not have a plug

4.5x6 2

PAR
64 WFL 4

64 Medium 1

64 Narrow 2

Source Four WFL 6 No lens kits

Dimmers, Console, Misc.

ETC 48 channel x 2.4K
Sensor+ touring rack with
CEM+ control modules

Rack has dimmer doubling/multiplexing
capabilities, allowing for up to 96 independently-
controllable channels. Multiplexing requires
additional equipment, which we don't own, but
can be rented from a lighting house.

48 X 2.4 Kwatt LMI EM-64
dimmers

Our old dimmer rack is still in-house and
available. We may not keep these, so if you'd like
to use them, please double check that we still
have them.

Expression 1 lighting console
& monitor

On/off key is broken. Please use powerstrip to
power on/off.

9 pre-hung 6-channel
multicable breakouts 7 in the grid, 2 in the balcony (HR and HL)

Lamps
Replacement lamps after 1st week charged
to renter

Floppy disks
Available to borrow. $5 to replace if lost or
not returned

LIGHTING INVENTORY

Please note: Inventory may shift prior to your rental. We will do our best to keep you apprised of
changes, but can't guarantee that it will be exactly as listed here. Please ask for updated inventory
before your load-in.



6.5" Frames 15

6.5" Donuts 1

Top Hats 15

Gobo Holders A 5 / B 15

Safety Cables

Adapters

3 pin to edision M->F

3 pin to edison F ->M

3-fer 1

2-fer 17

Extension Cord 7

Zip cable 50'

Floor bases 8

Barn door 1

BULBS:

PAR 64 MFL 1

1K Halogen Lamp 1

575 w Halogen Lamp 1

25 w Tubular Frost Lamp 4

100w JDR 1

40 w Decorative Frosted Bulb 1

100w halogen dichroic lamp 1

360w Halogen photooptic lam 1

750w halogen lamp btn 1

1000w halogen lamp 3

750w halogen lamp egg

LIGHTING ACCESORIES

Please note: Inventory may shift prior to your rental. We will do our best to keep
you apprised of changes, but can't guarantee that it will be exactly as listed here.
Please ask for updated inventory before your load-in.



Item Qty.

QSC GX3 Power Amplifier 1

EV SX300 speakers with cable 2

Mackie 1402-VLZ mixing console 1

Clear-Com Base Station 1

Telex BP-1000 belt-packs (wired) 3

Telex single-ear headsets 3

Misc sound cable (XLR for headsets, speaker cable

SOUND INVENTORY

Please note: Inventory may shift prior to your rental. We will do our best to keep you
apprised of changes, but can't guarantee that it will be exactly as listed here. Please ask for
updated inventory before your load-in.



H W Material Fireproof Notes

18' 4'2" blk crescent Y IFR, pipe pocket

18' 4'2" blk crescent Y IFR, pipe pocket, several holes about 2ft from bottom

18' 12' blk crescent Y IFR, pipe pocket, large gaffed tear < 1ft from bottom

17'2" 24' grey muslin Y IFR, light grey cyc

15'4" 12'9" pearl crushed velve Y IFR, one of two pearl panels (house curtain) - available for rental

15'4" 12'9" pearl crushed velve Y IFR, one of two pearl panels (house curtain) - available for rental

15'4" 16' gold crushed velvet Y IFR, one of two gold panels (house curtain) - available for rental

15'4" 16' gold crushed velvet Y IFR, one of two gold panels (house curtain) - available for rental

4' 24' gold crushed velvet Y IFR, gold valence - available for rental

6' 9'5" Blk crescent N No Ties, Grommets not punched through velour, bottom not cut straight

8'6" 5' Blk felt N chain weight on bottom

17'6" 4'2" Blk crescent N small holes along one long edge, maybe from staples?

7'3 4'2 blk velour N
Needs to be seamed on one side, raw uneven bottom, no webbing @ grommets, holes along left
edge

2'11 5'11 blk velour N tiny bit of fullness weight on bottom

17'6" 12'9 blk crescent N chain weight on bottom, tears on bottom

11'10 43' blk crescent N x2, no ties, just hooks

17'6 3' blk crescent N

16'10 21' white canvas N couple small holes, needs to be cleaned

2'7 3'7 blk velour N fabric scrap

7' ish 2'6 ish blk velour N not square, fabric scrap

4'8 5'6 blk velour N not square, fabric scrap

4'10 17'4 blue canvas N fabric scrap, some stains toward ends

36' 18'6 black scrim N so many holes

6' 15' navy poly cyc N chain weight @ bottom, has fullness, maybe 50%?

SOFT GOODS INVENTORY

Please note: Inventory may shift prior to your rental. We will do our best to keep you apprised of changes, but can't guarantee that it will be exactly as listed
here. Please ask for updated inventory before your load-in.

All non-flame retardant drapes needs to be sprayed and certified per FDNY regulations at renter's expense.

FEEL FREE TO CUT, ENJOY AND OTHERWISE USE AND ALTER THE FOLLOWING AS YOU LIKE
If you do alter, please alert us so we can keep the list up to
date. Also, please note that some companies have altered
without our knowledge so the below list may not be entirely



Item Qty. Notes

Upright piano 2
Available as is. One is better quality than the other. May
need to be tuned.

8 x 4 platforms
Heights vary. If interested, please reach out ahead of
time to view inventory and assess suitability

Stair units 2 large stair units built to fit front of stage

MISCELLANEOUS



5’ RED 2

10’ GREEN 12

15’ BLUE 4

25’ PURPLE 6

50’ YELLOW 0

75’ WHITE 1

100’ PINK 0

CABLE LENGTH COLOR CODE


